Workshop: Identifying Creative Competences workshop

Art and Design Teacher Education and Pedagogy Cumulus Working Group (AADTE WG) is organizing a workshop: 

**Identifying Creative Competencies** on Friday 31th May 2019 at 11-12.30 and 13.30-15.00 in Cumulus Rovaniemi Conference.

Imagine that you’re at the end of this inspiring conference that featured an abundance of workshops, papers, lectures and discussions on the future of art, design and education. You are inspired and made new connections, but what did you learn and can bring home to teach differently? What are new competencies for the future in art + design education, teaching and learning?

The aim of this workshop is to summarize the new skills, attitudes and knowledge we learn about in the Cumulus Rovaniemi conference. The workshop will be hands on, collaborative and playful.

You can help us to make the workshop a success. Please visit the AADTE WG blog - [http://aadte.com](http://aadte.com) to find our call for “rapporteurs”, a super interesting approach to the whole conference. In the blog you also find more information about our workshop in Rovaniemi and Cumulus AADTE working group.

Find more about **Identifying Creative Competences workshop** at AADTE WG blog [http://aadte.com](http://aadte.com)